This work sheet contains information affecting the National Defense of the United States within the meaning of the Espionage Law. Title 18, U.S.C., Sections 793, 794 and 798, the transmission or the revelation of which in any manner to any unauthorized person is prohibited by law.
ON 24 JANUARY COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN AN UNIDENTIFIED HEADQUARTERS AND AN UNIDENTIFIED PERSONALITY (CH'ANG BONG); POSSIBLY KIM CHANG PONG NORTH KOREAN MINISTER OF DEFENSE) REVEALED PROABABLE INTERROGATION OF POSSIBLE CAPTURED U.S. PERSONNEL. TEXT OF COMMUNICATIONS SUGGESTS INTERROGATION IS BEING CONDUCTED ON AN UNLOCATED ISLAND AND THAT THE POSSIBLE U.S. PERSONNEL WERE NOT COOPERATING.

ON 23 JANUARY COMINT DISCLOSED THAT THE NORTH KOREAN NAVY HAS INTENSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN KIN'AEK (40-30N 129-08N) AND WO'NSAN (39-10N 127-26E) NAVAL BASE APPARENTLY TO ENSURE PROMPT REPORTING OF INFORMATION RELATED TO CAPTURE OF PUEBLO.

ON 24 JANUARY, CONTINUING INDICATIONS (BELIEVED RELATED TO PUEBLO INCIDENT) OF POSSIBLE PREPARATIONS FOR SOME FURTHER INCIDENT IN THE WO'NSAN AREA WERE NOTED IN A CONVERSATION PASSED FROM THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF CONSTRUCTION BUREAU, WHO AT THAT TIME WAS AT WO'NSAN, TO AN UNIDENTIFIED HIGH RANKING NORTH KOREAN NAVAL STAFF OFFICER, PROBABLY LOCATED AT P'YO'NGYANG (39-00N 125-44E). THIS CONVERSATION DISCLOSED THAT THE PERSONNEL WHO HAD BEEN MOBILIZED FOR TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION WERE NOT MEETING THE CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE AS